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Introduction

• Self–supervised machine learning algorithms now achieve
accuracies comparable to their supervised counterparts
on benchmark classification tasks. The representations
learned by these algorithms generalize to a range of
downstream tasks beyond classification.
• We apply self–supervised learning to better understand

auroral morphology. Specifically, we demonstrate using a
recently released auroral image dataset that a modified
version of the Simple framework for Contrastive Learning
of Representations (SimCLR) algorithm (Chen et. al.
2020) learns sufficiently high–quality representations for
a simple linear classifier to classify them with an average
precision of over 94%, an 11 percentage-point
improvement over the previous benchmark.
• The representations learned by our model cluster into

more clusters than exist manually assigned categories,
suggesting that the existing categorization is overly
coarse and may obscure important connections between
auroral types, near–earth solar wind conditions, and
geomagnetic disturbances at the earth’s surface.
• By combining our self–supervised representation learning

strategy with semi–supervised automatic labelling, we
aim to classify all of the auroral image data available
from Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions
during Substorms (THEMIS) all–sky imagers, producing
a labelled, machine–learning ready auroral image
database many orders of magnitude greater than any
currently available.

The SimCLR Framework

The inputs to SimCLR are pairs of transformed images ob-
tained by applying random transforms to all images in a batch
and then forming pairs from the transformed images. The
model is trained to identify those pairs comprised of two trans-
formed versions of the same image. The model learns represen-
tations that capture aspects of the images that are invariant
under the transformations used to train the model.

Predictions

Contrastive Loss

The contrastive loss function used to train the SimCLR model
is the normalized temperature–scaled cross–entropy loss.
Letting sim(x,y) = xTy/‖x‖ ||y|| (cosine similarity), the
loss for a positive pair of views xi, xj is given by

`(xi,xj) = − log exp(sim(zi, zj)/τ )∑2N
k=1 1[k 6=i] exp(sim(zk, zi)/τ )

. (1)

In Equation 1, zi, zj are the outputs of the projection head for
two views xi,xj of an input x. τ is a temperature parame-
ter, 1[k 6=i] is an indicator function that evaluates to 1 if i 6= k,
and the 2N examples represented in the sum in the denomi-
nator are obtained by using the 2(N − 1) augmented pairs in
a minibatch as negative examples.
The model is then trained to minimize

1
2N

N∑
k=1

[`(2k − 1, 2k) + `(2k, 2k − 1)]. (2)

After training, the model’s projection head is discarded, and
the learned representations are extracted from the encoder.

OATH Dataset Results

As proof of concept, we train the SimCLR model on the OATH
dataset (Clausen et. al. 2018) for 500 epochs using the Adam
optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.0003 and a
batch size of 128. We then fit a linear classifier to the learned
representations, using the manually assigned labels Arc, Dif-
fuse, Discrete, Cloudy, Moon, and Clear/No Aurora. The
model obtains highly accurate classifications.

Model Top–1 Accuracy (%) Precision
Ridge + Inception 81.7 83.0

ResNet18 84.7 85.6
SimCLR 93.6 94.0

Table: Auroral image classification results. (Johnson et. al.
2021)

By clustering the learned representation via theK–means clus-
tering algorithm and optimizing the silhouette score to find the
optimal value of K, we find 12 distinct clusters, rather than
the manually assigned 6. Some of the learned clusters largely
agree with the manually assigned labels (Cloudy, Clear/No Au-
rora) while other manually assigned categories are split among
learned clusters.

Learned Clusters

(a) G: 2 S: 2 (b) G: 2 S: 2 (c) G: 2 S: 2

(d) G: 2 S: 7 (e) G: 2 S: 7 (f) G: 2 S: 7

(g) G: 2 S: 11 (h) G: 2 S: 11 (i) G: 2 S: 11
Figure: Images from the ‘Discrete Aurora’ category. ‘G’ indicates
the ground–truth label; ‘S’ the K–means cluster label. The
images in each row were randomly sampled from a distinct
learned auroral class.

Conclusions & Future Work

• The representations learned by self–supervised models
enable highly accurate classifications and may provide
needed insight into the morphology of smaller–scale
auroral forms and their connections to magnetospheric
dynamics.
• Our future objective is to automatically label all of the

THEMIS all-sky images using a semi–supervised
automatic labeling strategy in which high–confidence
labels produced by the model will be treated as ground
truth and added to the training data. The resulting
massive, labelled, machine–learning ready auroral image
database will enable the space science community to
conduct statistical studies on the relationship between
different categories of auroral images, near–earth solar
wind conditions, and geomagnetic disturbances at the
Earth’s surface at a scale not previously possible.
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